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Inverse spin Hall effect induced by spin pumping in the Co2FeAl thin films and 
nanostructure 

 
 Spintronics, which is an emerging technology, where electron spin is used as the information vector beside its 
charge, is actually facing three big challenges: reducing the critical current density for the current-induced 
magnetization switching, spin injection into semiconductors and achieving high magnetoresistance values. The 
ideal key technology of all these challenges is high spin polarized (100%) materials with low damping parameter 
such as Co-base Heusler alloys [1]. Co2FeAl (CFA) is one of the most prominent Co-based Heusler alloys 
having a very high Curie temperature (1000 K) and, theoretically predicted, a half-metallic character of their 
spin-split band structure. It can provide giant tunnelling magnetoresistance (360% at room temperature) [2] when 
used as an electrode in magnetic tunnel junctions, which makes CFA promising for practical applications. 
Moreover, due to its small damping values [3], CFA is much more suitable for magnonic [4] devices due to the 
much longer FMR coherent length. 
 Moreover, generation, manipulation and detection of the spin current in spintronic devices are very important 
and necessary. The precession of the magnetization in a ferromagnetic layer (magnetization dynamics) drives a 
spin current into a juxtaposed (adjacent) metallic layer (the flow of spin angular momentum without the flow of 
charge in a nonmagnetic material), due to spin pumping, constitutes an efficient technique to create spin current. 
Due to the spin-orbit coupling (SOC), which occurs without an external magnetic field, the spin-up and 
spin-down transport electrons accumulate transversely on opposite sides of a nonmagnetic metallic layer, giving 
rise to spin Hall effect (SHE). The spin current is then converted into a charge current through the SOC to be 
detected by electric voltage measurements in the metallic layer. This phenomenon, called inverse spin Hall effect 
(ISHE), needs only a simple ferromagnetic/paramagnetic making it a key technique for generating and detecting 
spin currents in a wide range of sample system. This ISHE efficiency depends on the spin injection (spin 
pumping) strength and on the spin orbit interaction (SOI) in the nonmagnetic layer, and therefore strong SOI 
materials are needed.  
 The aim of this thesis is to investigate (experimentally and theoretically) and to demonstrate the ISHE in 
Co2FeAl (d)/nonmagnetic metallic (NM) structure, where NM=Pt, Ta, Au and Pd and d=3, 5, 10, 20 nm,…. 
Therefore, special structures will be designed and realized in the clean room of the university Paris 13. 
Ferromagnetic resonance will be then used to develop a suitable experimental setup for the experimental aspect 
of this thesis to determine the key parameters of the efficient ISHE (radio frequency power and NM layer 
nature,…). The effect of the lateral size of Co2FeAl/NM structure will be putted in evidence. Special intention 
will be given to the experimentally instigation of the NM layer nature and its thickness on the FMR linewidth. 
Analytical and numerical calculations will also be developed to point out striking effects investigated 
experimentally. 
 Once this ISHE is demonstrated and understood, it will be then used for electric detection of ferromagnetic 
resonance to investigate the spin wave modes in of submicron Co2FeAl/NM structures of different shapes. 
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